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Artifact replicas are a staple of the OAS education programs, 
and in the process of making them we learn a lot about an-
cient technologies and lifeways. Appropriate raw materials are 
essential, so we are constantly on the lookout for stands of the 
plants we need. Luckily, some of the most important are use-
ful in xeriscaping—plants like sumac, locust, Apache plume, 
and yucca—or they are “in the way” of active construction 
projects—providing yucca leaves and juniper root bark (a red-
dish brown dye). 

This is a particularly sensitive time for sources of xeriscape 
plants in Santa Fe, since we are approaching the harvest 
season for sumac (used for basketry that you may have seen 
displayed at the International Folk Art Market). It is also the 
time when landscaping crews are out pruning back the sumac 
bushes, cutting off the leggy shoots that we need. Active 
intervention with property owners and managers is necessary 
to preserve our harvest, offering “teachable moments” as we 
explain what we need and why. In some cases the coordina-
tion is too much trouble for the owners, but others see their 
cooperation as fun and interesting.

This season, the Solace Crisis Treatment Center and Plants 
of the Southwest have given permission to harvest locust 
saplings for bows. Rael & With CPAs and Walgreens (Zia and 
Saint Francis) are helping preserve basketry material. 

We have started the CNMA landscaping project with this sort 
of “economic” botany in mind, but it will be years before we 
can harvest from our own plants. Until then (and even after 
then), it will be fun and productive to enlist our neighbors as 
partners in education and experimentation.

Let us know if you want to learn more about the potential of 
your landscaping or if you are getting rid of some plants we 
might be interested in for CNMA.

       --Eric

Landscaping at CNMA
By Pamela J. McBride, OAS Ethnobotanist 

In collaboration with MIAC, landscaping has begun at 
CNMA. Plans were initiated by Mollie Toll and con-
tinued by myself, with garden areas on the west side of 
the property that highlight the use of wild and domesti-
cated plants through time. The first phase of the project 
involved stabilizing the sloped ground surface which 
has been prone to erosion. Terraces have been laid out 
near the flagpole as well and along the west side of the 
building to the north of the patio. These terraces were 
constructed by heavy equipment wizard Nick Ruiz and 
archaeologist and farmer, Vernon Foster by spreading 
loose dirt displaced during the building’s construction. 
Compost, cobbles, and moss rock were ordered. The 
compost is to help the plants get started, the cobbles will 
line a drainage ditch at the base of the terraced gardens, 
and the moss rock will be used to shore up the terraces.
 

 

The area around the flagpole will be planted with rice-
grass and grama grass once the monsoons begin and the 
nearby terraces will display plants and shrubs used for 
dyeing basketry material and wool. Those terraces north 
of the patio consist of a sequential series of gardens with 
plants that were important resources for Hunter Gather-
ers, Early Farmers, Pueblo Farmers, and Spanish Colo-
nial Farmers. A small starter orchard will eventually be 
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From the Field

In June of 2013, the cross section of a Middle Developmen-
tal Period (AD 800-880) pit structure was discovered dur-
ing the excavation of a leach field for the Cedar Crest Fire 
Station No.46 in Bernalillo County. A small crew from OAS 
excavated and documented the remaining one-third of the pit 
structure that was not destroyed during construction activities. 
Five features including a ventilator shaft, a ventilator tunnel, 
an ash pit, a pot rest, and a post hole were discovered in the 
eastern portion of the structure. 
 
Approximately 2200 artifacts were recovered from the exca-
vation along with other cultural materials. These materials in-
cluded burned beams or latillas from the roof fall, which were 
collected for dendrochronology samples to assist in dating the 
pit structure, along with ceramic types associated with sev-
eral regional traditions. Due to the high elevation of Tijeras 
Canyon, farming was a risky business and the growing season 
was very limited. Two burned corn cobs were retrieved from 
inside the structure, as well as a large trough metate, indicat-
ing food processing. Due to the unpredictable weather and 
water supply it is not known whether the pit structure was 
occupied seasonally or year round. 

Photo: Middle Developmental Period pit structure discovered during excavation at Cedar Crest Fire Station No. 46.

installed on the north side of the building.  
 
 Lynette Etsitty and Dean Wilson are busy with the 
first phase of planting with a delivery of native plants 
from Santa Ana Native Plant Nursery. A holding pond 
on the northwest side of the property now has two cot-
tonwoods donated by Eric Blinman and planted by Ver-
non as well as four dogbanes (used for fiber) planted on 
its borders that will enjoy monsoon runoff. Other plants 
that were part of the first shipment include narrow-leaf 
yuccas, banana yuccas, apache plume, chamisa, four-
wing saltbush, hedgehog cactus, and chokecherry. Eric 
has donated four three-leaf sumacs to the project. We 
may even do some late planting of squash and beans 
in the Early Farmers plot this year, but that might be a 
little too optimistic. 

Landscaping at CNMA (cont’d)

Cedar Crest Fire Station
by Susan M. Moga, OAS archaeologist and acting Project Director
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OAS is busy expanding its Education Outreach Program to 
include teacher training at the upper Elementary and Middle 
School levels. BLM’s comprehensive, in-depth curriculum, 
Project Archaeology: Investigating Shelter, works from the 
notion that “shelter is a basic human need, but shelters look 
different because of differences in culture, history, environment, 
technology, and intended function. Archaeologists regularly 
study shelters to learn about people, what they valued, and how 
they lived”. Students begin with familiar environments—their 
classroom, their homes—to practice classifying objects and 
start to think in terms of evidence for the spatial distribution 
of behavior. They pay particular attention to the difference 
between observations and inferences. They compare shelters 
around the world, looking for indicators of adaptation to envi-
ronmental and cultural factors. 
 
 We found the framework of Project Archaeology to be 
excellent, in that it provided research-based instruction, in-
corporating clear, engaging, and challenging learning goals, 
supporting Common Core and Next Generation standards, and 
integrating social studies, science, math, and literacy. However, 
we found it ironic that New Mexico students would study a 
slave cabin or a Pawnee earthlodge, while they live surrounded 
by abundant and varied cultural resources. If a goal is to invest 
children as stewards of archaeological resources, it makes good 
sense to work with local site models. 
 

 We have identified a pithouse site in west-central NM as an 
ideal subject. LA 5407, excavated by the Laboratory of Anthro-
pology in the 1970s, was destroyed by a catastrophic fire in the 
late AD 500s. A quickly-collapsing roof preserved household 
items in place. The distribution of central hearth and ground-
stone, along with 18 whole vessels (many with their food con-
tents), provides direct evidence of cooking and grinding areas, as 
well as basketry, cordage and sandal manufacturing. Students can 
observe, categorize, count, examine spatial distribution, and form 
conclusions about the organization of work and living space. Stu-
dents experience the site, while exploring mathematical concepts 
of proportion and scale, on a giant quarter-scale site map.

 In the past year, we’ve made Project Archaeology presen-
tations at two STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics) conferences in Las Cruces and Albuquerque, 
and at the NM Science Teachers Association annual confer-
ence. Mary Howard has piloted our adapted curriculum with 
a 4th grade class at Gonzales School, resulting in substantive 
improvements. We’ve given multi-day teacher workshops in T 
or C, NMSU’s STEM Center, and CNMA, with future plans for 
Farmington and El Rito. Two areas of endeavor could use some 
inspired, conscientious volunteer help: making custom replica 
artifacts for the pithouse module, and developing a file of our 
global shelter images in PDF format.  Please contact: mollie.
toll@state.nm.us. 

Photo: Fourth 
graders at Gonzales 
School discover a 
“pit structure” floor 
in the classroom 
as part of Project 
Archaeology. 

Project Archaeology
By Mollie Toll, OAS Ethnobotanist and Educator



Trip Report

We began our wonderful two-day trip with a tour of Tiwa 
speaking Picuris Pueblo in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains 
with Governor Richard Mermejo accompanied by Skip Miller 
from the US Forest Service. Picuris people were influenced by 
Apache culture and the pueblo is considered one of the longest 
continually occupied settlements in North America. We visited 
the adobe- built San Lorenzo Mission Church, one of the last 
mission churches still existing and renovated by hand in the last 
8 years by members of the pueblo. San Lorenzo is still the pa-
tron saint of Picuris. The Picuris Museum displays Picuris style 
micaceous pottery and ancient artifacts of the area. We viewed 
the unique architecture of ancient non-adobe style structures 
made of earth poured into molds to form walls. Governor Mer-
mejo was a soft spoken and knowledgeable guide into pueblo 
life in ancient and contemporary times. We viewed the “scalp 
house” - a single story building with an open tower to display 
scalps’ of Spaniards. There is also a program for reestablishing 
bison herds on their land. 

 Next we went on to Pot Creek Pueblo with Skip Miller. 
Pot Creek is located on the Campus of Southern Methodist 
University’s SMU-IN-TAOS campus. Pot Creek was named 
for the abundance of pottery sherds in the area, along with shell 
beads, arrowheads and stone artifacts. We looked at the ruins 
of 4 small adobe dwellings dating from A.D. 1100-1200, one 
of which was partially restored. These smaller dwellings were 
occupied during the spring and summer growing seasons.  They 
were circular and dug deep into the ground. The above ground 
rooms were built in the late 13th and early 14th centuries. The 
existing piñons and junipers create a thriving and beautiful 

woodland in the area surrounding the site. A delicious spe-
cially prepared lunch at SMU-IN-TAOS followed the tour. 
 
 Then on to Cimarron to check into the historic St. James 
Hotel and from there went on to Old Aztec Mill Museum, 
built in 1864 as a 3-story mill that provided ground wheat 
and corn flour to the locals, soldiers at Fort Union, Maxwell 
Ranch, and the Ute and Jicarilla Apache Indian Reserva-
tions. Today the building houses many collections including 
artworks, period costumes, textiles, silver cutlery and china 
from the original St. James Hotel and artifacts from the mill.

 The next day we met at the Philmont Scout Ranch for 
our fabulous tour (Philmont encompasses 214 square miles 
of breathtaking wilderness) with the wonderful and tireless 
Mark Anderson, Director of Programs.  Mr. Anderson and 
his staff, took us (with sack lunches) in two vans - first for 
a petroglyph tour stopping at the only known T-Rex tracks 
in the world,  and then on to a slab house and dig site on the 
Ponil Creek where ancestral pueblo peoples lived from A.D. 
400 to 1300.  In A.D.1400, the area was inhabited by Jicar-
illa Apaches, then Moache Utes, followed by Comanche and 
Cheyenne Indians of the plains. Mark built a bridge for us out 
of an upside down bench to cross the overflowing and usually 
dry creek. After a full day, some of us went on to the Villa 
Philmont Museum which was the art-packed summer home of 
Waite and Genevieve Phillips built in the mid-twenties in the 
Spanish Mediterranean style. What a spectacular trip! Thank 
you Friends of Archeology! 

FOA Trip to Picuris, Pot Creek, Cimarron, and Philmont 
by Barbara Arlen ,  FOA Member

Photo: 
Philmont Scout Ranch
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In the summer of 2011. Office of Archeological Studies con-
ducted a survey of Cookes Peak for New Mexico Energy, 
Minerals, and Natural Resources Department. Cookes Peak 
rises 8,408 feet above sea level and the over 3,000 acre survey 
documented the associated mining district perched on its rocky 
slopes.   

Cookes Peak is named after General Cooke, who led the 
Mormon Battalion during the Mexican American War.  Pre-
cious minerals were discovered in the Cookes Range in 1876 by 
rancher and prospector Edward G. Orr (Couchman 1990:226). 
By 1890, the range and surrounding area was collectively known 
as the Cookes Peak Mining District (Boyer et al. 1997:10). This 
district was divided into multiple sub-districts and included 
three major mining camps: Cooks Town, Hadley Town, and Jose 
Town.

 The largest of the three camps was Cooks Town. Located in 
the northeast corner of the Cookes Range, the camp flourished 
between about 1882 and 1927. Cooks Town may have contained 
as many as 30 permanent structures, in addition to hundreds of 
tents, which typically characterize mining camps in the west. 
These structures consisted of numerous commercial businesses, 
including a reported 16 saloons. Interestingly, the camp pos-
sessed a schoolhouse, but no church.
 
Hadley Town was named after Walter C. Hadley, a miner and 
prospector (see Ackerly and Stuedli 2005). It was the earliest 
of mining camps, located just north of Fort Cummings. Hadley 
was occupied from ca. 1880 to 1929 (McLemore et al. 2001:60). 
The community was centered on the Graphic Mine, one of the 

most productive silver and lead mines in the Cookes Range. The 
camp included a post office, five saloons, two “female” places, 
and a general store.

 The exact founding of Jose Town remains unclear. The 
camp was originally named Rafael and only named Jose, in 
1902, after the name Alma was already taken (Couchman 1990). 
Very little about the camp is known other than it consisted of a 
“few old shacks,” one of which served as a post office for about 
3 years (1902-1905). However, the camp included many pros-
perous mines, such as the Gladys owned by the Faywood Lead 
Company. Based upon the mining operations at these claims, 
most historians date the camp between ca. 1880 and 1937.

 Over twenty tons of ore a day were removed from the 

The Mining Camps Of Cookes Peak
By Matthew J. Barbour

McDaniel Family. Courtesy of the Deming-Luna Mimbres Museum.

continued on next page



Cookes Peak Mining District in 1898 (Sherman and Sherman 
1975:56). While operations in the district were wide-spread, 
mines were typically speculative and small-scale. The majority 
of mines were relatively shallow, less than twelve feet in depth, 
and there was only limited use of cribbing (wood supports) and 
rail systems. Moreover, the layout of both the mines and camps 
demonstrates a lack of formal planning, made apparent by the 
small number of legally patented mining claims.

 Longtime resident, Mertie McDaniel Moore (Deming Head-
light October 31, 1968), the daughter of Upton McDaniel and 
half-sister of Riley George, described the mining: 

“…there were as many as 1,000 men working in the mines at 
one time. Most of the workers before the turn of the century were 
from a tribe of Indians in Mexico. These Indians were employed 
mostly as ore carriers. A bag with a 50 pound capacity was 
held on their backs by a strap across their forehead. Carrying 
this load in such an awkward way, the men would walk through 
the tunnels and up the primitive ladders at the mine entrance, 
deposit their burden, and go back for another load. A few years 
later tracks were laid through the mine and one man could push 
a car containing 200 pounds of ore.”

 
 The population at the camps appears to have fluctuated, 
based upon the season and the price of silver. Unfortunately, the 
1880 U.S. Census does not document those living in the Cookes 
Peak Mining District and the 1890 U.S. Census was lost to a 
warehouse fire. The loss of this latter census is most unfortunate, 
as this would have provided numbers at the height of mining 
operations.  

 The 1900 U.S. Census records 343 people living at Cooks 
Town.  Over half of the population of Cooks Town listed in the 
census were either born in Mexico or born in the U.S. to Mexi-
can Nationals, not native born New Mexican Hispanics. The 
most common surnames were Rodrigues (z), Gardia, Delgado, 
Jaso, and Guttirez (Gutierrez). Hence, while the mine owners 
were primarily Anglo, the mining camps of the Cookes Peak 
Mining District were largely Mexican in their ethnic composi-
tion (Barbour et al. 2014).

 By all accounts life within these camps was particularly bru-
tal (Varney 1987:114). While there were seven brothels and as 
many as twenty-five saloons, there were no churches and only a 
single source of drinkable water. Cattle rustling was common, as 
was claim jumping. Disputes were settled without the aid of law 
enforcement, often with violent and horrific consequences. Bliz-
zards could occur in winter and dust storms were not uncommon 
in the summer months. Making matters worse, there is circum-
stantial evidence that many of the residents suffered from the 
effects of lead poisoning.

 The decline of the Cookes Peak Mining District was slow. 
As the ore bodies were played out and the price of silver de-
clined, families began to move into nearby Deming (Figure 8). 
Major mining operations in the range ceased by 1943, but lim-
ited gold and silver prospecting continues to this day (Barbour et 
al. 2014).

 Private land was consolidated into the hands of a few 
ranching families. Ranching in the Cookes Range had existed 
before- and continued to exist after- the mining boom. However, 
ranching changed from sheep, goat, and cattle to simply cattle 
by the mid-20th century. This was due in large part to a late 
season blizzard in April 1905 that killed much of the already 
sheered goats and sheep grazing in the range (Deming Graphic 
April 7, 1905).

 Today, the archaeological remnants of Cooks Town, Hadley 
Town, and Jose Town, as well as the thousands of mines which 
once operated in the Cookes Peak Mining District, are still 
visible upon the landscape (see Barbour et al. 2014). However, 
visitation to the range is strongly discouraged. Much of the land 
remains privately owned and the abandoned mines are extreme-
ly dangerous. Be that as it may, the landscape of the Cookes 
Range remains an important piece of history to Luna County. 

Mining Camps Of Cookes Peak (cont’d)

Photo: The Graphic Mine, 1889. Courtesy of MNM Photo 
Archives, Neg. No. 058583.

Cooks Town, ca. 1890. Courtesy Deming-Luna Mimbres Museum
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Office of Archaeological Studies
  The Office of Archaeological Studies (OAS) 
was the first museum program of its kind in the 
United States. Its staff conducts international field 
and laboratory research, offers educational op-
portunities for school groups and civic organiza-
tions and works to preserve, protect and interpret 
New Mexico’s prehistoric and historic sites.
If you would like to know more about OAS,
please see our Weblink:
www.nmarchaeology.org

Friends of Archaeology
  The Friends of Archaeology is a support group 
of the Museum of New Mexico Foundation for 
the Museum of New Mexico, Office of Archaeo-
logical Studies.

Mission Statement
  The mission of the Friends of Archaeology is 
to support the Office of Archaeological Studies 
in the achievement of its archaeological services 
mandate from the state of New Mexico by par-
ticipation in and funding of research 
and education.

Friends of Archaeology Board

Officers

Chair: Rotating
Treasurer: John Karon
Secretary: Tim Maxwell

Board Members

Charmay Allred
Lee Balick
Joyce Blalock
Guadalupe Martinez
Kathleen McRee
Pamela Misner 
Bob Mizerak
Linda Mowbray
Ann Noble*
Richard Schmeal (activities)
Sheri Spaar
Eric Blinman (OAS Director) 
Jennifer Kilbourn (FOA Coordinator)

Donation Request
Is some of your “stuff”” staring you in the face, pok-
ing out of closets, collecting dust bunnies? Friends of 
Archaeology is accepting donations for our Holiday 
Party and Silent Auction. If you would like to donate 
that expensive but oh-so- wrong vase, the picture 
that you just can’t find wall space for, the seldom 
opened collectible book or jewelry that just isn’t you 
anymore, we would love to receive it. Through the 
power of the silent auction, we will give it a new 
home with a nice person who also supports archaeol-
ogy in New Mexico and Friends of Archaeology.  To 
donate, please contact Ann Noble for pick up 505-
471-2351. 

Thank You to John Karon

Friends of Archaeology and OAS would like to extend our thanks 
to John Karon who has recently stepped down as FOA treasurer. 
For a number of years, John has provided important financial 
guidance and professional fiscal reporting that has successfully 
helped to keep FOA flourishing. His work has helped board mem-
bers and trip planners assess needs with realistic expectations.  
John’s dedication to the FOA has helped facilitate numerous FOA 
grants for research and education and has helped many people 
have a great deal of fun on FOA trips. Thank you, John. 

Archaeology Day at the Center 
for New Mexico Archaeology

Join the staff of the Office of Archaeological Studies on Satur-
day, October 18th, 2014, from 10 am to 4 pm, for “Experiencing 
New Mexico’s Past Through Archaeology” at the Center for New 
Mexico Archaeology.

Bring the kids! This is a perfect opportunity to tour our building 
and laboratory space and find out what makes OAS tick.  

7 Old Cochiti Road
Santa Fe, NM 87507

Saturday, October 18, 2014, 10 am to 4 pm, free
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Please join us at our annual Holiday Party and Silent Auction. This festive and infor-
mative annual event provides the public with a chance to visit with each other and 
OAS staff while bidding on fabulous and eclectic art objects, jewelry, books and trips.  
It’s also a rare opportunity to find out about some of the interesting archaeological 
digs underway in New Mexico.  

The event, in part, supports the OAS education outreach program for which OAS 
archaeologists travel to schools throughout New Mexico, trying to reach every county 
in the state each year. Operating almost exclusively on private donations since 1995, 
this successful program has twice won the prestigious “Award for Excellence in Pub-
lic Education,” from the Society for American Archaeology.

November 16
3 - 6 pm

Hotel Santa Fe

Holiday Party 

To Reserve: Make reservations 
beginning Tuesday, October 7, 
by calling (505) 982-7799, ext. 5. 
Admission is $20 and includes a 
savory light buffet and drink. A 
cash bar will also be available.




